TC-MA 1300
Wall Liner
Item No.: 4350730
Ident No.: 11037
Bar Code: 4006825593044
The Einhell wall liner TC-MA 1300 is a powerful and robust tool to assist keen DIY enthusiasts when installing gas pipes, water pipes and cable
conduits. With its power, it can achieve clean, straight cuts and grooves in brick, plaster and similar building materials. The large handle ensures safe
operation. The dust extractor allows working dust to be reduced significantly, while the bayonet closer enables it to be removed. Safe working is
ensured via soft start and drag cutting. The spindle lock permits rapid disk change. The cutting depth is infinitely adjustable (8 to 33 mm). The overload
cut-out ensures long working life. Complete with 2 diamond cutting disks as well as a transport and storage case.

Features
- For making accurate cuts or channels in masonry or similar
- Easy and safe operation thanks to large handle
- Dust reduced working when using a dust extractor
- Easy removable dust extractor due to bayonet lock
- Safe operation thanks to softstart and drag cutting
- Spindle lock for easy tool change
- Infinitely variable adjustment of the cutting depth
- Overload cut-out for a long service life
- Incl. 2 diamond cutting disks for instant project start
- Supplied in a practical transport and storage case

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Cutting disc
- Groove depth
- Groove width

230 V | 50 Hz
1320 W
9000 min^-1
Ø125 x ø22.2 mm
8 - 30 mm
8 - 26 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

4.85 kg
6.2 kg
390 x 230 x 270 mm
3 Pieces
21 kg
710 x 410 x 290 mm
960 | 1920 | 2241

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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